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Abstract

A central problem of branch�and�bound methods for global optimization is that lower

bounds are often not exact even if the diameter of the subdivided regions shrinks to zero�

This can lead to a large number of subdivisions preventing the method from terminating

in reasonable time� For the all�quadratic optimization problem with convex constraints we

present locally exact lower bounds and optimality cuts based on Lagrangian relaxation� If

all global minimizers ful�ll a certain second order optimality condition it can be shown that

locally exact lower bounds or optimality cuts lead to �nite termination of a branch�and�

bound algorithm� Since there exist e�cient methods for computing Lagrangian relaxation

bounds of all�quadratic optimization problems exploiting problem structure our approach

should be applicable to large scale structured optimization problems�

Keywords� global optimization� nonconvex quadratic programming� Lagrangian relaxation� locally

exact lower bounds� optimality cuts
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� Introduction

In this paper we consider the following all�quadratic optimization problem�

�Q�
global minimize q��x�

subject to qi�x� � �� i � Iin

qi�x� � �� i � Ieq

where qi�x� �� �
�x

TAix � bTi x � ci� Ai � IR�n�n�� bi � IRn� ci � IR� i � Iin � Ieq � f�g� It is
assumed that the constraints of problem �Q� are convex� Note that this convexity assumption
implies that the equality constraints are linear�

Problem �Q� plays an interesting role in global optimization� Important special cases of
�Q� are for example the trust region problem with one or several ellipsoid constraints� the box�
constrained quadratic program and the standard quadratic program� It is known that problem
�Q� is NP�hard 	
��� For applications and solution methods we refer to 	� �� �� 
�� ��� 
�

�� �
� �� �� ���� Many solution methods for problem �Q� are based on the branch�and�bound
�B�B� principle� A well�known di�culty of B�B algorithms is that often regions containing a
global minimizer have to be subdivided very often in order to get almost exact lower bounds� In
large dimensions this can prevent the method from terminating in reasonable time� Almost all
existing bounding methods for problem �Q� produce lower bounds which are usually not exact�
This can lead to in�nitely many iterations of a B�B algorithm� Finite termination of B�B
algorithms can be proved often only for so�called ��optimal solutions� We propose two methods
for avoiding this di�culty�
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� locally exact lower bounds

� optimality cuts�

Locally exact lower bounds are lower bounds which are exact if the partition sets are su�ciently
small� An optimality cut is a cutting plane which cuts o� a part of the feasible set containing
a solution point� An important property of locally exact lower bounds and optimality cuts is
that under certain assumptions they lead to �nite termination of a B�B procedure� To our
knowledge� only the linear programming bound presented in 	�� is a locally exact lower bound
for �Q��

The paper is organized as follows� In x� we describe two B�B algorithms for solving problem
�Q� in �nite time using either locally exact lower bounds or optimality cuts� In x� we give some
results on Lagrangian relaxation bounds for problem �Q� and discuss in x� how these bounds can
be improved� Using these results we show in x� how locally exact lower bounds can be obtained�
Optimality cuts are derived in x� applying previous results� We �nish with some conclusions�

� Finite Branch�and�Bound Algorithms

In this section we describe two B�B algorithms for solving problem �Q� in �nitely many itera�
tions� We begin with the description of basic operations of a B�B algorithm�

��� Basic B�B Operations

Partition Sets

Denote by � � IRn the feasible set of problem �Q�� Let S�� ��� Sr be subsets of IRn such that

r�
i��

Si � � and int Si � int Sj � � for i �� j�

Each subset Si is called partition set and the collection of partition sets denoted by P ��
fS�� ��� Srg is called a partition of ��

Subdivision Methods

A subdivision method de�nes from a given partition a new partition by subdividing one are
several partition sets� A nested subsequence of partition sets fSig� �i�e� Si�� � Si 	i�� is

called exhaustive if Si shrinks to a unique point� i�e�
��
i��

Si � fxg� A partition method is called

exhaustive if every nested subsequence of partition sets generated by the subdivision method is
exhaustive� Examples for exhaustive partition methods are given in 	
���

Lower Bounds

The optimal value of q��x� over � � S is denoted by

q��S� ��

�
min

x���S
q��x� � if � � S �� �


 � else
� �
�

A lower bound of q��S� is denoted by ��S�� A lower bound is called tight if

lim
i��

��Si� �

�
q���x� � if �x � �

 � else

�



where fSig is an exhaustive nested subsequence with
��
i��

Si � f�xg� A lower bound ��S� is called

locally exact with respect to a local minimizer x� of problem �Q� if there exist � � � such
that q��S� � q��x

�� � ��S� for all S with x� � S and diam S � �� Note that this implies

that for an exhaustive nested subsequence fSig with
��
i��

Si � fx�g there exist N � IN such that

q��Si� � ��Si� for i � N �

Upper Bounds

Let F �S� � IRn be an estimate of a global minimizer of q� over � � S with the property� F �S�
is a local minimizer of q� over � � S for all S with S � � �� � if diam �S� is su�ciently small�
If a feasible point is available this can be achieved by a local search method starting from the
feasible point� Otherwise a projection should be de�ned which provides a feasible point if the
distance from a given unfeasible point to the feasible set is small enough� An upper bound of
q��S� is de�ned by

��S� ��

�
q��F �S�� � if F �S� � �


 � else

Optimality Cuts

Given a local minimizer x� � � of problem �Q� we call a halfspace H �� fx � IRn � �Tx � �g
where � � IRn and � � IR an optimality cut if x� � int H and q��H� � q��x

���

��� Branch�and�Bound using Locally Exact Lower Bounds

We describe now a B�B algorithm for solving problem �Q� which uses two di�erent bounding
methods denoted by ���S� and ���S� respectively� We denote by qopt the actual estimate of the
optimal value�

Algorithm �

� determine S � IRn such that S � �� set ��S� � ���S�� set P � fSg and qopt � �
�
� repeat

� choose �S � P such that �� �S� � min
S�P

��S� and set P � P n f �Sg�
� compute F � �S��

� if �� �S� � qopt and �� �S� ��

� set qopt � �� �S��

	 try to compute a locally exact lower bound ��� �S� with respect to F � �S��


 if this is possible and ��� �S� � q�� �S� goto ��
� endif

�� subdivide �S into S�� ��� Sp� set ��S� � ���S��� ��� ��S� � ���Sp� and P � P � fS�� ��� Spg�
�� delete elements S � P with ��S� � qopt�
�� until P � ��

Proposition � Assume that � �� �� the lower bounding method ���S� is tight and the subdi
vision method of Algorithm � is exhaustive� Assume further that it is possible to compute a
locally exact lower bound ���S� with respect to �x if �x is a global minimizer of problem �Q�� Then
Algorithm � terminates after �nitely many iterations�

�



Proof� Assume that Algorithm 
 does not terminate in �nite time� Then there exist a nested
subsequence of partition elements fSig generated by Algorithm 
 such that ��Si� is the global
lower bound of the corresponding partition� i�e� ��Si� � min

S�Pi
��S�� implying ��Si� � q�� Since

the partition method is exhaustive we have
��
i��

Si � f�xg� We show now that the sequence fSig
is �nite which proves the assertion� If �x is a global minimizer of �Q� we have F �Si� � �x for
i � N and N su�ciently large� Since in this case ��Si� � ���Si� the sequence must be �nite
due to the local exactness of ���Si� with respect to �x� If �x is not a global minimizer then either
�x �� �� implying ��Si� � 
� or �x � � and q���x� � q�� implying ��Si� � q���x� since ��Si� is
tight� In both cases it follows ��Si� � q� if i is su�ciently large� This contradicts ��Si� � q��

�

Note that lower bounds applied to integer programs are usually locally exact implying that
corresponding B�B algorithms are �nite�

��� Branch�and�Bound using Optimality Cuts

Instead of using locally exact lower bounds it is often more e�cient to use optimality cuts� The
following B�B algorithm solves problem �Q� in �nite time using optimality cuts and tight lower
bounds� We use the same notation as above�

Algorithm �

� determine S � IRn such that S � �� compute ��S�� set P � fSg and qopt � �
�
� repeat

� choose �S � P such that �� �S� � min
S�P

��S� and set P � P n f �Sg�
� compute F � �S��

� if �� �S� � qopt and �� �S� ��

� set qopt � �� �S��

	 try to compute an optimality cut H with respect to F � �S��


 if this is possible � compute �� �S nH�� set P � P � f �S nHg and goto ��
� endif

�� subdivide �S into S�� ��� Sp� compute ��S��� ��� ��Sp� and set P � P � fS�� ��� Spg�
�� delete elements S � P with ��S� � qopt�
�� until P � ��

Proposition � Assume that � �� �� the lower bounding method ��S� is tight and the subdivision
method of Algorithm � is exhaustive� Assume further that it is possible to make an optimality
cut with respect to �x if �x is a global minimizer of problem �Q�� Then Algorithm � terminates
after �nitely many iterations�

Proof� Assume that Algorithm � does not terminate in �nite time� Then there exist a sequence
fSig as de�ned in Proposition 
 shrinking to f�xg� If �x is a global minimizer of �Q� there exist
N � IN such that F �SN � � �x� In this case the algorithm makes an optimality cut of SN with
respect to �x proving the �niteness of fSig� The remainder of the proof is equal to the proof of
Proposition 
�

�

�



� Lagrangian Relaxation

We describe now the method for obtaining lower bounds for problem �Q� based on Lagrangian
relaxation�

��� Basic Principle

The Lagrange function of problem �Q� is the quadratic form

L�x� �� �� q��x� �
X
i�I

�iqi�x��

where I �� Iin � Ieq� Consider the Lagrange problem

���� �� min
x�IRn

L�x� ��� ���

The dual bound is de�ned by

�� �� max
��IRI

���� subject to �i � �� i � Iin� ���

By weak duality we have
q� �� � ��

The quantity q�  �� is called duality gap� It is well�known that due to the nonconvexity of
problem �Q� it is possible that a nonzero duality gap can occur� However� if �Q� is convex and
satis�es a Slater condition then q�  �� � �� Note that most of the existing lower bounding
methods do not have this useful property�

��� Equivalent Formulations of the Dual Bound

Interestingly ��� can be formulated as a semide�nite program �SDP�� We use the notation A � �
for a matrix A to be positive semide�nite�

Lemma � Let �x � IRn be an arbitrary point� Q��� y� � IR�n���n��� the matrix de�ned by

Q��� y� ��

�
�
�r�

xL��x� ��
�
�rxL��x� ��

�
�rxL��x� ��

T L��x� �� y

�

and S � IRI � IR the set de�ned by

S �� f��� y� � IRI � IR � Q��� y� � �� �i � �� i � Iing� ���

Then
�� � max

���y��S
y� ���

Proof� Let ���� �y� be a solution of ���� Since Q���� �y� � � we have

�
x �x




�T

Q���� �y�

�
x �x




�

�



�
�x �x�Tr�

xL��x� ����x �x� �rxL��x� ���
T �x �x� � L��x� ��� �y

� L�x� ��� �y � � 	x � IRn�

�



This implies �y � min
x�IRn

L�x� ��� � ��� Now let ���� x�� be a solution of ���� i�e� �� � L�x�� ���� If

�� � 
 we have obviously �� � �y� If �� � 
 it follows r�
xL�x� �

�� � � and rL�x�� ��� � �

implying Q������� �

�
�
�r�

xL�x
�� ��� �

� �

�
� �� Therefore� ������� � S and hence �� � �y�

�

The next Lemma gives a further equivalent formulation of ���

Lemma � Let Ilin � I and Iq � I be the index sets of linear constraints and quadratic con
straints of problem �Q� respectively� De�ne the Lagrangian with respect to quadratic constraints

Lq�x� �� �� q��x� �
X
i�Iq

�iqi�x�

and the feasible set with respect to linear constraints

P �� fx � IRn � qi�x� � �� i � Iin � Ilin� qj�x� � �� j � Ieq � Iling�

If �� � 
 then

�� � maxfmin
x�P

Lq�x� �� � �i � �� i � Iin � Iq�r�
xLq�x� �� � �g� ���

Proof� Let �� � ���q � �
�
l � be a solution of ��� where ��q corresponds to quadratic constraints

and ��l corresponds to linear constraints of �Q�� From �� � 
 it follows r�
xL�x� �

�� �
r�

xLq�x� �
�
q� � �� It holds

�� � fmax���� � �i � �� i � Iing
� fmax����q � �l� � �i � �� i � Iin � Iling
� fmax min

x�IRn
L�x� ��q � �l� � �i � �� i � Iin � Iling

� min
x�P

Lq�x� �
�
q� � ��q

where ��q is the optimal value of the right�hand side of ���� The last equation follows from
strong duality since Lq�x� �

�
q� is convex �see 	
���� On the other hand we have

��q � maxfmin
x�P

Lq�x� �q� � �i � �� i � Iin � Iq�r�
xLq�x� �q� � �g

� maxfmin
x�IRn

L�x� �� � �i � �� i � Iin�r�
xL�x� �� � �g � ���

The last equation follows from strong duality since Lq�x� �q� is convex� This proves �� � ��q�
�

Note that by including quadratic box constraints �xi  xi���xi  xi� � �� 
 � i � n into �Q�
it can be shown that �� � 
�

��� Computing ��

In the last years many methods for computing �� have been proposed� These methods can be
divided into three classes� The �rst class are methods for solving a semide�nite program similar
as ���� see for example 	�� for solution methods and applications of semide�nite programming�
Most of these algorithms are interior point methods which usually converge fast if the size of
the problem is moderate� However� for large scale problems the convegence can be slow if it is
not possible to exploit problem structure� The second class are methods based on eigenvalue

�



optimization� In 	

� the Lagrangian relaxation bound for the max�cut problem is computed by
formulating ��� as an eigenvalue optimization problem and solving this problem by the so�called
spectral bundle method� In 	

� 
�� numerical results for large scale structured problems are
presented indicating that this bundle method is faster than an interior point method� A third
approach for computing �� is proposed by Shor 	���� This approach is based on maximizing
an exact penalty function over IRI � Numerical results on this approach using the so�called r�
algorithm for maximizing a nonsmooth penalty function are reported in 	���� An advantage
of using nonsmooth optimization methods for is that they often can exploit problem structure
making them attractive for large scale structured optimization problems�

� Improving Dual Bounds

Several methods for improving dual bounds are known �see 	
���� One of the most promising
method is to add redundant constraints to the original problem� We explain this approach in
the following�

��� Adding Redundant Constraints

Shor proposed in 	��� ��� ��� a method for improving the Lagrangian relaxation bound by
introducing redundant constraints� Let qi�x�� i � �Iin n Iin � �Ieq n Ieq be quadratic forms such
that qi�x� � � for i � �Iin n Iin and qi�x� � � for i � �Ieq n Ieq for all x � � where �Iin � Iin and
�Ieq � Ieq� Consider the following extended all�quadratic program�

�QE�
global minimize q��x�

subject to qi�x� � �� i � �Iin

qi�x� � �� i � �Ieq

Lemma � Denote by q�e and by ��e the optimal value and the dual bound of �QE� respectively�
It holds

�� � ��e � q� � q�e �

Proof� Since � is not changed by the redundant constraints we have q�e � q�� Denote by �e the
Lagrange function of problem �QE�� Since dom � � dom �e it follows �� � ��e�

�

��� Closing the Duality Gap

We discuss now if the duality gap of problem �QE� can be closed by adding redundant constraints�
The duality gap of problem �QE� is studied in 	�� for special cases� If problem �QE� is convex
satisfying a Slater condition there is no duality gap� Also for the trust region problem with one
ellipsoid constraint it is known that the duality gap is zero� However� in the presence of two
ellipsoid constraints a nonzero duality gap can occur� Shor proved in 	��� that problem �QE�
has a nonzero duality gap if and only if the objective function of an equivalent unconstrained
polynomial programming problem can be represented as a sum of squares of other polynomials�
However� in practice it is not known in general how to compute the polynomials� The following
simple result gives a theoretical answer to the question if it is possible to close the duality gap
of problem �QE� by adding a single quadratic constraint�

Lemma � Assume that the inequality constraint q�  q��x� � � is included in problem �QE��
Then ��e � q��

�



Proof� Choosing the Lagrange parameter corresponding to the inequality constraint q�q��x� �
� equal to one and setting the remaining Lagrange parameters zero gives Le�x� �� � q� implying
��e � q�� Since ��e � q� the statement is proved�

�

Of course� Lemma � is not very useful in practice since the optimal value q� is not known in
advance� The following global optimality criterion provides a more constructive condition�

Lemma �

Let �I �� �Iin � �Ieq� It holds ��e � q� if and only if there exist �� � IR
�I and �x � � such that

��i � � for all i � �Iin� Le��x� ��� � q���x�� rxLe��x� ��� � � and r�
xLe��x� ��� � �� ���

Proof�
Let ���� q�� be a solution of ��� and x� be a global minimizer of problem �Q�� From ��� we have

�
�
�r�

xLe�x
�� ��� �

�rxLe�x
�� ���

�
�rxLe�x

�� ���T Le�x
�� �����e

�
� �� ��

Therefore� Le�x
�� �����e � � and hence

��e � Le�x
�� ��� � q��x

�� � ��e

yielding Le�x
�� ��� � q��x

��� From �� it follows rxLe�x
�� ��� � � and r�

xLe�x
�� ��� � ��

Now let ���� �x� be a point satisfying ���� Since Q���� q���x�� � � we have ���� q���x�� � S
implying ��e � q���x� �see ����� Using ��e � q���x� we obtain ��e � q���x��

�

� Locally Exact Lower Bounds

Using the previous results we describe now a method for constructing locally exact lower bounds
for problem �Q� based on Lagrangian relaxation�

��� Notation

Let S � IRn be a partition set such that ��S �� �� We assume in the sequel that S is a polytope
de�ned by some linear inequalities� The extended quadratic program with respect to a partition
set S reads

�QE�S��

global minimize q��x�

subject to qi�x� � �� i � �Iin

qi�x� � �� i � �Ieq

x � S�

We denote by ���S� the dual bound of �QE�S���

��� Assumptions

For constructing locally exact lower bounds we have to assume that a local minimizer of problem
�Q� ful�lls the following assumption�





Assumption �

Let x� be a local minimizer of problem �Q� and 	� � IRI be the corresponding Lagrange multiplier�
The Hessian r�q��x� is positive semide�nite over T�

x�� i�e�

yTr�q��x�y � � for all y � T�
x� �

where the extended tangent space T�
x� is de�ned by

T�
x� �� fx � IRn � rqi�x��Tx � � for i � B�x�� � Ieqg

and
B�x�� �� fi � Iin � 	�i � �g

is the index set corresponding to positive Lagrange multipliers�

We give now several conditions implying Assumption 
�

Lemma � Let x� be a local minimizer of problem �Q� and 	� � IRI be the corresponding La
grange multiplier ful�lling the strict complementarity condition �

	�i � � for i � A�x��

where
A�x�� �� fi � Iin � qi�x

�� � �g
is the index set of active constraints� The following conditions imply Assumption ��
�i� the point x� ful�lls the modi�ed second order optimality condition� the Hessian r�q��x� is
positive semide�nite over the tangent space Tx� de�ned by

Tx� �� fx � IRn � rqi�x��Tx � � for i � A�x�� � Ieqg�

�ii� the constraints of problem �Q� are linear and x� ful�lls the second order optimality condition�
the Hessian r�

xL�x
�� 	�� is positive semide�nite over the tangent space Tx��

�iii� the constraints of problem �Q� are linear and x� is a regular point� i�e� the vectors frqi�x�� �
i � A�x�� � Ieqg are linearly independent�

Proof�
�i� From the strict complementarity condition it follows A�x�� � B�x��� This implies T�

x� � Tx�

which proves the assertion�
�ii� Since the constraints of problem �Q� are linear it holds r�

xL�x� 	� � r�q��x�� Therefore �ii�
is equivalent to �i� in this case�
�iii� Since a local minimizer which is a regular point ful�lls the second order optimality condition�
�iii� implies �ii��

�

Consider the following example� minfxTx � � � x � eg� where x � IRn and e � IRn

is the vector of ones� This problem has a unique global minimizer x� � e ful�lling the strict
complementarity condition� From Lemma � �iii� it follows that x� ful�lls Assumption 
�

�



��� The Main Theorem

In this section we present the main Theorem on locally exact dual bounds� We begin with the
following result�

Lemma � Let A � IR�n�n� be a symmetric matrix which is is positive semide�nite over the linear
subspace span fw�� ��� wpg� where wi � IRn� 
 � i � p� Then there exist �� � IRp such that

A�
pX

i��

�iwiw
T
i is positive semide�nite for all � � ���

Proof�

Let B ��
pX

i��


iwiw
T
i where 
i � �� 
 � i � p� Let V �� span fw�� ��� wpg� R �� kern �A��

S �� V �R� and T �� V � �R�� De�ne

c� �� min
x�Tnf�g

xTAx

xTx
� c� �� min

x�V nf�g

xTBx

xTx
� c	 �� kAk��

Since A is positive semide�nite on V � we have c� � � and using xTBx �
pX

k��


k�w
T
k x�

� � � we

infer that the matrix B is positive semide�nite over IRn and positive de�nite over V implying
c� � �� Given x � IRn there exist r � R� s � S and t � T such that x � r � s � t since
IRn � R

L
S
L

T � Therefore

xT �A� �B�x � �s� t�TA�s� t� � ��r � s�TB�r � s�

� c�ktk�  �c	 � ksk � ktk  c	ksk� � � � c� � �krk� � ksk��
� �

p
c�ktk  c��

p
c�ksk�� � ��c�  c	  c���c��ksk��

This implies A � ��B � � where �� � �c	 � c���c���c�� Setting �� � �� � 
 we obtain A �
pX

i��

�iwiw
T
i � A� �B �

pX
i��

��i  ��i�wiw
T
i � ��

�

A variant of Lemma � is presented in 	
�� �Debreu�s Lemma�� We now state the main result�

Theorem � Let x� be a local minimizer of problem �Q� ful�lling Assumption �� Given a par
tition set S � x� de�ne

�i�S� �� min
x�S

rqi�x��T �x x��� i � B�x��� ���

Assume that the constraints of problem �QE�S�� are de�ned by

rqi�x��T �x x���rqi�x��T �x x�� � �i�S�� � �� i � B�x�� �
��

rqi�x��T �x x�� � �� i � B�x�� �

�

qi�x� � �� i � Ieq �
��

qi�x�
� � �� i � Ieq �
��

qi�x� � �� i � �Iin �
��

Then there exist �� � IRB�x
��� �� � �� such that

���S� � q��S� for all S � S��

where
S�� �� fx � IRn � � � rqi�x��T �x x�� � ��i � i � B�x��g�


�



Proof� Choose a proper indexing of the constraints of problem �QE� such that � �
������ ����� ��	�� ��
�� ������ where ����� ����� ��	�� ��
� and ���� pertain to the constraints �
���
�

�� �
��� �
�� and �
�� respectively� Assume ���� � �� Then it holds Le�x

�� �� � q��x
��� From

the Karush�Kuhn�Tucker condition

rq��x�� �
X

i�B�x���Ieq

	�irqi�x�� � �

and from

rLe�x
�� �� � rq��x�� �

X
i�B�x��

��
���
i �i�S� � �

���
k �rqi�x�� �

X
i�Ieq

�
�	�
i rqi�x��

we obtain

rLe�x
�� �� �

X
i�B�x��

��
���
i �i�S� � �

���
i  	�i �rqi�x�� �

X
i�Ieq

��
�	�
i  	�i �rqi�x���

From Lemma � it follows that there exist ����� � IR
B�x��
� and ���
� � IRIeq such that r�

xLe�x
�� �� �

� for all � � IR
�I with ���� � �� ���� � ����� and ��
� � ���
�� Choosing ���� � ������ ��
� � ���
��

�
�	�
i � 	�i for i � Ieq and �

���
i � 	�i  ��

���
i �i�S� for i � B�x�� we have rLe�x

�� �� � �� For

k � B�x�� de�ne ��k �� 	�k���
���
k if ��

���
k � � and ��k �� 
 if ��

���
k � �� For S � S�� and k � B�x��

we have �k�S� � ��k implying �
���
k � 	�k  ��

���
k �k�S� � 	�k  ��

���
k ��k � �� Hence ��� x�� ful�lls ���

and by Lemma � we conclude that ���S� � q��S��
�

A consequence of Theorem 
 is that the dual bound ���S� is getting exact if the partition set
S is diminished su�ciently� As mentioned in the introduction the only known locally exact lower
bound for nonconvex smooth optimization problems is the LP�bound of Epperly and Swaney
	���

��� Linearly Constrained Problems

In the previous section we used a local minimizer of problem �Q� for constructing a locally exact
lower bound� Assuming that the constraints of problem �Q� are linear it is possible to construct
locally exact lower bounds without using a local minimizer as a reference point�

Corollary � Assume that the constraints of problem �Q� are linear� Given a partition set S
de�ne


i�S� ��  min
x���S

qi�x�� i � Iin�

Assume that the following redundant inequality constraints

qi�x� � �qi�x� � 
i�S�� � �� i � Iin �
��

and the following redundant equality constraints

qi�x�
� � �� i � Ieq

are included in problem �QE�S��� Then ���S� is locally exact with respect to all local minimizers
of problem �Q� ful�lling Assumption ��







Proof� Since the constraints �
����
�� are included in problem �QE�S�� for all local minimizers
x� of problem �Q� the assertion follows from Theorem 
�

�

If the number of constraints of problem �Q� is not too large the computational cost for
solving problem �QE� as de�ned in Corollary 
 is still reasonable� This applies for example
for the box�constrained quadratic program and the standard quadratic program which we will
consider in the sequel� The box�constrained quadratic program is de�ned by

�BQ� global minimize q��x�

subject to x � x � �x�

where x� �x � IRn� Using the redundant constraints �
�� we obtain the following extended box�
constrained quadratic program�

�BQE�
global minimize q��x�

subject to x � x � �x�

�xi  xi��xi  �xi� � �� 
 � i � n�

From Corollary 
 it follows that the dual bound of problem �BQE�� denoted by ��bqe� is locally ex�
act with respect to all minimizers of problem �BQ� ful�lling Assumption 
� Denote by Lbqe�x� ��
the Lagrangian of problem �BQE�� Note that the lower bound used in the global optimization
method ��BB �	
�� is obtained by choosing a speci�c value � such that r�

xLbqe�x� �� � �� From
this it follows that in general ��bqe is more accurate than the ��BB bound� Another important
quadratic program is the standard quadratic program de�ned by

�SQ�
global minimize q��x�

subject to � � x � e�

eTx 
 � ��

where e � IRn is the vector of ones� Using the redundant constraints of Corollary 
 we obtain

�SQE
�

global minimize q��x�

subject to � � x � e�

xi�xi  
� � �� 
 � i � n

eTx 
 � ��

�eTx 
�� � ��

Similarly as above it follows that the dual bound of problem �SQE
� is locally exact with respect
to all minimizers of problem �SQ� ful�lling Assumption 
� A di�erent extended quadratic
program for problem �SQ� is

�SQE��

global minimize q��x�

subject to x � ��

xixj � �� ij � Ec �
��

eTx 
 � ��

�eTx 
�� � �

where Ec �� fij � 
 � i � j � n� iiq��x�  �ijq��x� � jjq��x� � �g� Denote by ��sqe� and by
��sqe� the dual bounds of �SQE
� and �SQE�� respectively�


�



Proposition �

�i� The dual bound ��sqe� is locally exact with respect to all minimizers of �SQ� ful�lling As
sumption ��
�ii� It holds ��sqe� � ��sqe��

Proof� Denote by L��x� �� and L��x� �� the Lagrange functions of �SQE
� and �SQE�� respec�
tively and let ��x� ��� be such that L���x� �

�� � ��sqe�� From 	
�� it follows that the constraints
�
�� can be replaced by the constraints

xixj � �� 
 � i� j � n�

Let x � IRn be a point ful�lling eTx 
 � �� Then

xi�xi  
� � 
X

��k�n�k ��i

xixk� 
 � i � n� 
�

This implies that there exist �� such that L��x� �
�� � L��x� ��� for all x � IRn with eTx � 
�

From Lemma � it follows

��sqe� � min
eTx��

L��x� �
�� � min

eT x��
L��x� ��� � ��sqe��

This proves the assertion�
�

� Optimality Cuts

Based on Theorem 
 we can construct a cutting plane cutting o� a given local minimizer from
the feasible set� A consequence of Theorem 
 is�

Corollary � Let x� be a local minimizer of problem �Q� ful�lling Assumption � and let H � IRn

be a halfspace such that x� � int H and � � H � S��� Then q��H� � q��x
��� where S�� is

de�ned as in Theorem ��

A halfspace which meets the conditions of Corollary � de�nes an optimality cut with respect
to x�� i�e� H cuts o� x� from the feasible set� The following Lemma gives a recept for constructing
H�

Proposition � Let x� be a local minimizer of problem �Q� ful�lling Assumption �� De�ne the
matrix

A��� �� r�q��x
�� �

X
i�B�x���Ieq

�iwiw
T
i �

where wi �� rqi�x��� Let �� � IRB�x
���Ieq be a parameter ful�lling A���� � � and ��i � �

for i � B�x�� �which exists according to Lemma 	�� Let � ��
X

i�B�x��

 ��i

	�i
wi where 	�i are the

Lagrange parameters corresponding to x�� Then

H � fx � IRn � �T �x x�� � 
g

de�nes an optimality cut with respect to x��


�



Proof� Obviously� it holds x� � int H� Let Kx� be the cone de�ned by

Kx� �� fx � IRn � wT
i �x x�� � � for i � B�x��g�

Let
Vj � fx � IRn � wT

j �x x�� � ��j � wT
i �x x�� � �� i � B�x�� n fjgg

for j � B�x�� and
V� � fx � IRn � wT

i �x x�� � �� i � B�x��g
where ��i �

��
i

��i
if ��i � � and ��i �
 else� It holds �T �x x�� � ��i for x � Vi and i � B�x�� and

�T �x  x�� � � for x � V�� Hence H �Kx� � conv fVi � i � B�x�� � f�gg and due to Vi � S��

for i � B�x�� � f�g we have
H � � � H �Kx� � S�� �

From the proof of Theorem 
 it follows that q��S��� � q��x
��� Using Corollary � this proves the

assertion�
�

The parameter �� should be computed such that diam �S��� is as large as possible� Since
��i �jwij is an upper bound on the diameter of S�� along the direction wi this is similar to

maximize ��i �jwij for all i � B�x�� or to minimize
X

i�B�x��




��i
jwij �

X
i�B�x��

��i

	�i
jwij� This motivates

to compute �� by the following semide�nite program�

�� � argmin
X

i�B�x��

�i

	�i
jwij

s�t� A��� � � �
��

�i � �� i � B�x���

From Theorem 
 it follows that �� is well�de�ned if x� ful�lls Assumption 
� Note that for the
construction of an optimality cut it is su�cient to �nd a feasible point of �
�� which is a much
simpler problem than solving �
���

� Conclusion

We presented locally exact lower bounds and optimality cuts for problem �Q�� If all global
minimizers of problem �Q� ful�ll Assumption 
 then an appropriate B�B algorithm using either
locally exact lower bounds or optimality cuts terminates in �nite time� Approaches how these
result can be applied to twice�di�erentiable global optimization problems were presented in 	
���
We are currently implementing the lower bounding technique and the method for obtaining
optimality cuts in a B�B algorithm� Numerical results will be published in a subsequent paper�
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